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In this work,  I would like to express some of my views on traditional television.

This project was inspired when I was watching online shows on my iPad. I marvel at the speed with which technology has advanced 
and the fact that the Internet has eliminated the need for me to follow a television schedule as I used to. Nowadays, the use rate of TV
 is gradually declining. Traditional TV seems to be gradually fading out of our life and becoming less important. TV was very important 
to my childhood. I still remember turning on the TV as soon as I came home from school. In order not to miss the beginning of the
 cartoon, I was the first one to leave the classroom every day. Now I have not found the previous kind of watching TV impulse.

Mobile Internet is taking the place of traditional TV. The functions of traditional TV are easily realized by the Internet, from TV programs, 
TV news, live sports events and so on. The Internet can do better, more conveniently and accurately. The Internet allows people to find
 content they like more accurately and quickly. It doesn't seem unreasonable that traditional television will be replaced. It is inevitable that
 new things will replace old ones.

Through this work, I want to express my regret for the decline of traditional television.



I chose to combine the TV set with the ruins. 
Because they look the same to me

TV in the ruins



The TV in the trash



TV in the wilderness





The television was conspicuous
 among the ruins, but in another

 way it was inconspicuous
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In further research, I found that traditional TV sets are an important part of family and social interaction. Television used to be one of the
 main entertainment items for a family. I still remember that every time after dinner, the family would gather around the TV and wait for
the program to start. They might even argue over the remote control. At the beginning of the show, families discuss the plot of the TV series
 together, which is undoubtedly a way to promote family ties.

But that is less and less the case these days. People don't have to watch TV together to wait for their favorite shows. They can choose what they
 like to watch and watch it on their mobile phones or computers. After dinner, each took out their own mobile phones to watch videos, chat,
 play games. Family relationships have undoubtedly changed under the influence of the Internet, perhaps by spending less time together or 
talking to each other.



The TV was working, but no one was paying attention





Transparent television



No Communicaiton



Do your own thing







No one knows whether it is good or bad
For Traditional Television.


